
Civil war

a. Behind the lines

b.  In the trench

c. Truce 1 (instrumental)

d. The enemy within

e. Hostage

f. Truce 2 (instrumental)

g. Civil war

h. All is lost

i. Peace (instrumental)

j. Behind the lines (reprise)

a. Behind the lines

You hear the lies

you cannot believe

you close your eyes

you sleep on your toes

You're feeling sad

you feel so ashamed

you're feeling bad

you call out rude names

behind the lines

we don't want it out

we're lurking about

behind the lines

please don't scream and shout

we keep it dark

You're feeling high

you know you're so right

why can't they see

the rays of the light

You see the sun

you search for the truth

what's going on

you're losing your youth

behind the lines

we don't want it out

we're lurking about

behind the lines

please don't scream and shout

we keep it dark
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b.  In the trench

I bow my head

and I watch from behind

you might be dead

but we sure won't go blind

We live in the trench

so watch out for snipers

we sit on a bench

so watch out for vipers

I watch in shame

but I don’t really care

you do the same

how can we be aware

We live in the trench

so watch out for snipers

we sit on a bench

so watch out for vipers

c. Truce 1 (instrumental)

d. The enemy within

Look in the mirror and watch

the enemy within

look all around you and feel

the enemy within

We wait so many years

to know how grumpy feels

you know just save your tears

and turn round on your heels

Look in the mirror and watch

the enemy within

look all around you and feel

the enemy within

I tried so many times

to make love just to you

I've read so many lines

It all ends in a goo

e. Hostage

Sitting by my window

and watch the world go by

I can never go out

I'm a hostage of my device

Fight, fight, I wanna break out

I don't wanna be a hostage no more

Fight, fight, I wanna be free

somehow I just feel afraid and sore

Shining like a star now

you're paralyzing me

you look near but yet so far

I'm a hostage, I don't think twice

Fight, fight, I wanna break out

I don't wanna be a hostage no more

Fight, fight, I wanna be free

somehow I just feel afraid and sore

f. Truce 2 (instrumental)
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g. Civil war

Pictures of yesterday

fade so quickly away

Like the passengers on a train

we turn our heads and look away

Suddenly I remember

we're at the civil war

It is late september and

I don't know what we're heading for

Luck is fading quickly

it could be any day

Like the viewers on a bridge

we watch the waters flow away

Suddenly I remember

we're at the civil war

It is late september and

I don't know what we're heading for

Light is fading quickly

and darkness rules the night

Like the prissoners in a cell

we close our eyes and look inside

Suddenly I remember

we're at the civil war

It is late september and

I don't know what we're heading for

h. All is lost

All is lost

all is gone

all we've been fighting for

vanished through the years

We let go of the feeling

we let go of the sorrow

we just stare at the ceiling

there is no tomorrow

All is lost

all is gone

all we've been hoping for

vanished through the tears

We let go of the feeling

we let go of the sorrow

we just stare at the ceiling

there is no tomorrow

All is lost

all is gone

all we've been fighting for

vanished through the years

All is lost

all is gone

all we've been hoping for

vanished through the tears

All is lost

all is gone

all we've been fighting for

vanished through the years
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All is lost

all is gone

all we've been hoping for

vanished through the tears

i. Peace (instrumental)

j. Behind the lines (reprise)

You dry your eyes

stare in disbelief

look at the sky

feel eternal grief

We walk away

there's nothing to say

why should we stay

the war was a fake

behind the lines

we don't want it out

we're lurking about

behind the lines

please don't scream and shout

we keep it dark

behind the lines

we don't want it out

we're lurking about

behind the lines

please don't scream and shout

we keep it dark
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